
Approval of minutes: approved  

Cr Exec updates:  

Dragana: so far we've spent 30,000 pounds out of the 36 from the sports fund. Apart from the yoga 

soc, the others have managed to spend fine. For the social spending account we're only spending 

half of the social budget. Welfare: nothing special for today. Nyree: No updates, will send an email 

once the term is over. Jaeyoung: not present. Ari: so the problem is that all the other boats have a 

flag but we don't. The motion will be raised in the next meeting. Social Secs: upcoming event cr 

party and brunch the sunday after. Pretty successful bop and celidh. Emma: A charities levy, one of 

the only colleges that doesn't have one. 1 pound will be charged on the battles every month which 

will go to charity. We would also like to have for the next two years and additional one pound for the 

refugees. It is for a limited period of two years.   

Volunteering opportunities: India proposed a couple of weeks ago that we open up the floor to get 

involved with hospitals like we did last week for pancake day. Rebecca: I'm yet to formally announce 

this but I'm in talks with the charity for the homeless with whom you can volunteer.  

Emma: Charity run is this Saturday at 10am. Encourage anyone who is interested. There will be 

donuts afterwards.  

Monica: We had our gas running competition and we've sent out an email from the Green Soc so if 

you have any ideas please reach out and send them over. We're looking to implement the labelling 

scheme and next term we will focus on recycling and fair trade. Will have a few recycling workshops 

as well and we're thinking of doing a foraging event. We're also trying to get people to sign up as the 

food bin officer in each building/floor. Publicity: lots of motions coming up. Ari: not much to report 

but there is a teaching award, anything that you would like to see training for let me know. If 

something does come up, I will let you know.  

Motion 

1. Rainbow flag Laurance: as some of you have noticed we put it up for the lgbtq history month and 

this is important becayse earlier we only put it up for a few days but now the college has agreed to 

put it up every year from now on. Would you like it up for more than a month or just the month of 

feb? There are other months as well such as June but colleges to put it up in feb as students are 

around. Frances: can we have it up every day? L: we could but not everyone may be down for it. 

Jacob: what would be the harm of having it there for longer so why not? Glenn: I've never seen 

anything on it otherwise so why not just have it there for longer. L: from a symbolic perspective it 

might be important to have it on a specific day to raise key issues so it would be nice to put this up 

for discussion. Kon: within Linacre you would see it everyday but everyone on the outside would see 

it when they pass and Linacre would be the only college to do so, so it may actually be good. 

Celestine: can't we just decide? L: this is not a motion basically but if the CR says that we want it 

everyday then I can tell Simon.  

2. Proposed gym camera installation: the college security proposed that we have a camera in the 

gym like the one in the cr. Certain people feel afraid to use the gym if there aren't too many people 

there. There will be an emergence alarm as well. The domestic bursar asked for comments. Salam: 

this camera only works when we have a bop right? The one in the CR? Because it only records active 



images in case something happens at the bar. So will this particular one be on all the time? Qifeng: 

yes, this will be on all the time but nobody will be watching unless something happens and we need 

footage. Ari: how long is data kept for? Qifeng: don't know yet, need to check. Celestine: is it certain 

that we are installing the camera as I don't think it will help in any way, we have enough cameras 

around. Qifeng: the gym isn't limited to linacre so that is why we need it. Sophie: how does the 

welfare team feel about this cause not all forms of harassment can be recorded by the camera. 

Daniel: is this an entirely preventive measure or did something actually happen? Qifeng: yes, 

something did happen. L: can we ask the gym induction schedule to include the harassment policy as 

we need to tell people how to behave with others. Qifeng: yes that is a good point. The gym 

manager will get involved I guess to frame this policy.  

Smoking area discussion: just stick to the signs 

Small CR booking room: the small cr is quite popular for all kinds of events and I think it would be 

useful to discuss that we need a room can be booked perhaps only a week in advance instead of a 

month in advance. It will begin next term, the implementation of this booking. 

Rent of rooms: every year the college increases the rent of the rooms so the rent for the incoming 

year will be raised by 2.7%. So I would like to collect the CR's comments.  

Welfare posts: 

James: the women's officer would be non-exec but there will be an additional exec officer? Swati: 

there were additional questions about equality and welfare issues so we thought it would be a 

systematic restructuring. It is a shared and parallel responsibility. Rebecca: I just want to say that if 

no woman stands up for the welfare position then we can have a man stand up. Ari: two key points- 

one is to get things done and this is about student engagement as well as practicality. Qifeng: what 

about the qualification required? Ryan: a core of this was that we would get the new rep in this year 

and have peer support qualifications. It isn't officially required by by-laws but need it is 

recommended.  Motion to create a new wlefare and: 32 passed 

vote for creating the woman officer a s non: 33 for Passed  

Africa network: follow up motion to the 200 pound motion. I would like to ask for a contribution of 

400 pounds a student society, given that we are registering this year. We have it registered as a CR 

soc . Kon: just want to clarify that you just received 200 pounds ? Njodi: that was only for an event. 

Qifeng: initially only 200 pounds is given but depending on the success, more can be given. Kon: Can 

you tell us what you will use this for? N: hosting social events and intellectual events. We ask for this 

specific amount as we are still in the planning stage. We don't have an itemized budget at the 

moment.   

Vote: 33, 1 abstained 

Guitar: peter's guitar is 200 pounds. Allow the CR to purchase it for 200 pounds. Q. How frequently is 

it used? Vote : 11 for 4, abstained: 13 Passed 

Linacre Boxing Club: we have a few boxers here and we meet once in a while but it's messy. we have 

an alumni who is a great boxer and is keen on training people. Want to get people into boxing, 



personalised training in supplement to the uni boxing training and it only requires a spot in the gym 

so that is about it. Ari: how much is it? It is for free. It is free for joining but it would be nice to have 

money. Qifeng: how big is the group? Right now it is just a group of five but if we have several 

sessions etc maybe more people will join in.  

Voting: 35 for, passed  

DONE  

 


